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A Times-Union Special Report: Revealing the Data
A look at Florida's Value-Added Model (VAM) system that the state says measures teacher effectiveness

Is this the formula for success?

$
Actual VAM formula

In the 2011-12 school year, the state of Florida began using a controversial model to help
determine a teacher's effect on student learning. The Times-Union fought in court to obtain the
data to help determine its value. We now present that data to the public.
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Hundreds of thousands of scores that the state says
measure teachers' effect on student learning released
after Times-Union wins lengthy legal battle
By Topher Sanders, Steve Patterson, Khristopher J. Brooks,
Denise Smith Amos & Christopher Hong
Florida Times-Union staff

Following a protracted court fight, Florida released Monday hundreds of thousands of
scores showing how it measures teachers’ effect on student learning.
Parents can now see exactly how Florida’s controversial value-added model, or VAM,
system gauges the state’s teachers.
The Florida Department of Education’s value-added model looks to quantify how much,
or little, individual teachers contribute to students’ progress over the school year.
Local school systems use the scores as part of a teacher’s evaluation, although districts
have some latitude on how the data is incorporated. At least two counties locally plan to
change their use of the measurements, the validity of which is disputed by many
teachers.
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receive aggregated scores below statewide norms, according to a Times-Union analysis
of the data.

A?Times-Union
Special Report: Revealing the Data
FREQUENTLY ASKED

The analysis of those teachers who received scores also showed:

QUESTIONS

A look at Florida's Value-Added Model (VAM) system that the state says measures teacher effectiveness

■ In most Northeast Florida school districts, the majority of teachers were scored above
the average, according to aggregated numbers.
■ In St. Johns County, 68 percent of the teachers received above-average evaluations,
the highest rate in the state. Overall, St. Johns teachers were credited for helping
students make about 15.6 percent more progress than a state model said would have
been typically expected.

MAKING SENSE OF THE DATA

■ Baker, Clay and Nassau counties also had a majority of teachers outperform the state

Florida's highest VAM scores, by school
Florida's lowest VAM scores, by school
Duval's top VAM scores, by school
Duval's lowest VAM scores, by school
Clay's top VAM scores, by school
Clay's lowest VAM scores, by school
St. Johns' top VAM scores, by school
St. Johns' lowest VAM scores, by school

average. Baker students’ gains – about 9 percent more than typical – led to its teachers
having the third-highest aggregate VAM ratings in the state. Clay had the state’s seventhhighest teacher score, about 7.6 percent higher than would have been expected. Nassau
County teachers were scored about 2.6 percent higher than the state overall.
■ In Duval and Putnam Counties, slightly more than half the rated teachers who were
rated received below-average VAM scores. The state’s modeling said Duval teachers
contributed to about 1.5 percent less progress than would be typically expected, and
Putnam teachers’ impact was about two percent below normal.
Precise analysis of the teacher data is difficult given the data contains many redacted and
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duplicate names.

Duval County gets one more 'A' high school after
ove...
Letter grades for two of Duval’s high schools jumped
after the district appealed the omission of 10
students’ college-readiness exam scores to the
state.
First Coast Senior High’s school grade climbed from
B to an A, and Englewood High went from a C to B
after the state agreed with the district, Duval officials
said Friday.

In addition to providing VAM scores for many teachers, the state also provided scores for
schools. About 57 percent of Duval County schools scored below average, and 59
percent of schools in Putnam County were below average.
The data was released after the Times-Union sued for access under Florida’s
open-records law.
“The commissioner and the Department of Education have been fighting for teachers in

That means Duval now has 10 high schools with A
grades, up from seven the previous year. Nearly 70
percent of its high schools are A or B schools.

an effort to maintain the confidentiality of teacher’s names and their individual

read more

important to the commissioner because she believes in the value of the teacher, principal

More VAM scores controversy: Math oversight
could co...
School districts likely will mislabel teachers as
“effective” or “unsatisfactory,” teacher advocates say,
if school officials rely on the state’s newly released
teacher value-added scores, which measure a
teacher’s impact on student learning.
The scores, which extend to many digits beyond a
decimal point, aren’t as precise as they look. They
come with an important caveat called the standard
error.

RSS Feed Widget

value-added data,” said Kathy Hebda, the education department’s chief of staff. “This was

relationship for professional development which is supported when evaluation information
has a period of protection.”
Using a complex mathematical formula that considers student scores on state reading
and math tests as well as other school-wide and statewide data, the value-added model
tries to predict how much each student will improve each year, and if a student does
better or worse, measures the difference, saying that is how much value the teacher
added to that student’s education.
School districts have received value-added data since the 2011-12 school year; the latest
was released last summer. It can reflect student test score growth from one, two or in
some cases three academic years.
Districts use VAM scores for 40 to 50 percent of a teacher’s annual evaluation. Those
evaluation can help decide if a teacher keeps his or her job, or if he or she receives a
raise.
Hebda stressed that value-added measures are just a portion of a teacher’s evaluation.
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She also said the measures aren’t new; they are used in the health care and economic
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added to classroom observation reviews, parent input, and principal and teacher
professional goals for the school year, Hebda said.

A Times-Union Special Report: Revealing the Data

“Looking at this data in isolation can lead to a misunderstanding about an individual

A look at Florida's Value-Added Model (VAM)teacher’s
system evaluation,”
that the state
shesays
said.measures teacher effectiveness

State teachers union officials agree with her on that point, but not on many others. The
use of value-added scores has drawn harsh criticism from teachers unions.
The Florida Education Association opposes disclosing value-added data to the public and
opposes what it says is the over-use of that data in teacher evaluations. Union officials
said last week they distrust the state’s value-added formula and believe it is too flawed to
make up as much as half of a teacher’s evaluation.
“To my mind the data is not useful for anyone or anything,” said Catherine Boehme, a
Pensacola teacher who chairs the union’s personnel problems committee.

DISCUSS

The system is moving too quickly, said Andy Ford, union president, and has major flaws
#FLaVAM

like not accounting for poverty and not having a reliable system ensuring teachers’ scores
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Consider that 22 of the 67 school districts’
reigning Teachers of the Year have negative VAM
scores; bit.ly/1eO2Hsw #FlaVAM #VAM
Retweeted by Matt Walker
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Data shows one-third of Florida's top educators
have students progressing below expectations
bit.ly/1eO2Hsw #FlaVAM #VAM
Retweeted by go_arlington

for reading, math and Algebra 1 end-of-course exam scores, even for teachers who don’t

In other words, more than two-thirds of Florida’s teachers have been evaluated, in part,
on scores for students or classes they don’t teach, according to union officials.
That includes teachers in kindergarten through grade three, teachers in high school who
don’t teach reading or math, and teachers of art, music, physical education, certain
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Union officials also criticized the VAM scores because they rely on student FCAT scores

teach those subjects.
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are based on the students they actually taught.
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@jaxdotcom
Data shows one-third of Florida's top educators
have students progressing below expectations
bit.ly/1eO2Hsw #FlaVAM #VAM
Retweeted by Dr. Donnie Horner

sciences and social studies.
Boehme, who teaches high school biology and advanced chemistry, said her VAM score
was based on her students’ ninth-grade Algebra and 10th-grade reading scores, subjects
she doesn’t teach. She also said she didn’t get her VAM scores until well into the
following school year, making it hard to know what things she should do to improve.
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In many school districts, including Duval and St. Johns, educators who teach art, music
or physical education had 40 or 50 percent of their total evaluation based on average
school-wide VAM scores.

Expand

Things are changing, state officials say.

Tweet #FLaVAM

Beginning with this school year, thanks to a court decision, state rules give districts more
flexibility to choose how they’ll measure student growth for teachers of subjects that are
not FCAT-tested or not Algebra I.
Districts can use their own test or purchase assessments to measure student growth and
achievement in non-FCAT courses and get state approval. Officials in Nassau and Duval
counties said they’re developing new assessments or purchasing others to measure
student growth in the untested courses.
That doesn’t resolve every concern about VAM. The union says VAM should only amount
to 25 to 30 percent of a teachers’ evaluation while the state is in favor of 40 to 50 percent.
There’s also the nagging question about what happens when Florida again changes its
state exams to reflect changing academic standards.
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The state has already begun incorporating the more rigorous Common Core set of state
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Using VAM, Ford said, “is just moving too fast to be valid... We’re in a state of flux right

A Times-Union Special Report: Revealing the Data
now.”

But Hebda, with the department of education, says she is confident of a smooth

A look at Florida's Value-Added Model (VAM) system that the state says measures teacher effectiveness

transition, because Florida already has made many changes to its grading and testing
systems and still produced consistent VAM scores.
“We anticipate everything will go very, very well,” she said. “The school districts have
been our partners on this and there has been a lot of hard work on it the last three years
on this.”
Topher Sanders: (904) 359-4169

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM READERS
The state provides Value Added Model, or VAM,
scores to districts, which most districts use as part
of teacher evaluations. In some school districts,
those evaluations can help determine whether a
teacher is promoted, where the teacher is placed, if
the educator earns a raise or even losing loses a
job.
The Florida Education Association says the system
is useless and flawed. The Times-Union wants to
hear from you. Are you a teacher who agrees or
disagrees with the VAM scores the state provides
for you? Are you a parent who agrees or disagrees
with the score your child teacher received? We have
published these scores so we can analyze if this is a
fair system. We want to hear your opinion.
Let us know at schools@jacksonville.com.
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